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Three-dimensional genome structures play a key role in gene regulation and cell functions.
Characterization of genome structures necessitates single-cell measurements.This has been
achieved for haploid cells but has remained a challenge for diploid cells.We developed a single-
cell chromatin conformation capturemethod, termedDip-C, that combines a transposon-based
whole-genome amplification method to detect many chromatin contacts, called META
(multiplex end-tagging amplification), and an algorithm to impute the two chromosome
haplotypes linked by each contact.We reconstructed the genome structures of single diploid
human cells from a lymphoblastoid cell line and from primary blood cells with high spatial
resolution, locating specific single-nucleotide and copy number variations in the nucleus.The
two alleles of imprinted loci and the two X chromosomes were structurally different. Cells of
different types displayed statistically distinct genome structures. Such structural cell typing is
crucial for understanding cell functions.

T
he nucleus of a human diploid cell contains
46 chromosomes, 23 maternal and 23 pa-
ternal, together carrying 6 Gb of genomic
DNA. The three-dimensional (3D) genome
structure is thought to be crucial for the

regulation of gene expression and other cellular
functions (1). For example, the nuclei of sensory
neurons assume unusual architectures in the
mouse visual (2) and olfactory systems (3). Chro-
matin conformation capture assays, such as 3C
(4) andHi-C (5), allow for studies of 3D genome
structures in bulk samples through proximity
ligation of DNA (6). However, the difference be-
tween cells can only be observed by single-cell
measurements. Single-cell chromatin conforma-
tion capture methods avoid ensemble averaging
(7–12) and have yielded 3D genome structures of
haploid mouse cells (10, 11). However, character-
izing the 3D genome structures of diploid mam-
malian cells remains challenging (13). Here, we
used an improved chromatin conformation cap-
ture method and phased (haplotype-resolved)
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to dis-
tinguish between the two haplotypes of each
chromosome. This allowed us to examine the
cell type dependence of 3D genome structures
of diploid cells.
Obtaining high-resolution 3D genome struc-

tures of single diploid cells requires resolving a
large number of chromatin “contacts”—pairs of
genomic loci that are joined by proximity liga-
tion. We developed a chromatin conformation
capture method, termed Dip-C (Fig. 1A), that can
detect more contacts than existing methods

with minimal false positives. In particular, we
omitted biotin pulldown (8, 9) and conducted
high-coverage whole-genome amplification with
multiplex end-tagging amplification (META),
which introduced few artifactual chimeras (14, 15).
We detected a median of 1.04 million contacts
per single cell (n = 17, minimum = 0.71 million,
maximum = 1.48 million) from GM12878, a
female human lymphoblastoid cell line, and a

median of 0.84 million contacts (n = 18, mini-
mum = 0.67 million, maximum = 1.08 million)
from peripheral bloodmononuclear cells (PBMCs)
of a male human donor (16). This exceeds the
medians achieved with existing methods by a
factor of ~5 (fig. S4 and table S1). Most cells were
in the G1 or G0 phase of the cell cycle. In addition,
we simultaneously detected copy number varia-
tions (CNVs), losses of heterozygosity (LOHs),
DNA replication, and V(D)J recombinationwith
a 10-kb bin size (figs. S2 and S3).
Another challenge in reconstructing diploid

genomes is to determine which haplotypes are
involved in each chromatin contact (17–20)
(table S1). To assign haplotypes, we developed an
imputation algorithm (Fig. 1B).We reasoned that
unknownhaplotypes can be imputed from “neigh-
boring” (in terms of genomic distances) contacts
by assuming that the two homologs would typ-
ically contact different partners. Using a statisti-
cal property of interchromosomal and long-range
intrachromosomal contacts (15), we defined a
contact neighborhood as a superellipse with an
exponent of 0.5 and a radius of 10 Mb, where
haplotypes of nearby contacts were weighted
in imputing the haplotypes of each contact (fig.
S7). In the Dip-C algorithm, after removing 3C/
Hi-C artifacts [contacts with few neighbors (11)]
and initial imputation, haplotypes can be option-
ally refined through a series of draft 3Dmodels
(15) (fig. S5). Imputation accuracy was estimated
to be ~96% for each haplotype by cross-validation
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Fig. 1. Single-cell chromatin conformation capture and haplotype imputation
by Dip-C. (A) Schematics of the chromatin conformation capture protocol. The
3D information of chromatin structure was encoded in the linear genome through
proximity ligation of chromatin fragments, as in 3C (4) and Hi-C (5, 19). The
ligation product was then amplified by META (15) and sequenced. Colors represent
genomic coordinates. Note that ligation products may be linear (illustrated here)
or circular (not shown). (B) Imputation of the two chromosome haplotypes linked
by each chromatin “contact” (red dots) in a representative single cell.
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(15) (table S1). Regions harboring CNVs or LOHs,
as well as an apparently damaged GM12878 cell,
were excluded from reconstruction (table S1).
We reconstructed the 3D diploid human ge-

nomes at 20-kb resolution. Reconstruction was
successful without supervision for 94% (15 of 16)
of the GM12878 cells and 67% (12 of 18) of the
PBMCs, and after removal of small problematic
regions for 6% (1 of 16) of the GM12878 cells
and 22% (4 of 18) of the PBMCs (table S1 and
fig. S8) (15). Note that because chromatin con-
formation capture—the process of converting
3D coordinates to chromatin contacts—is in-
trinsically lossy and noisy, our 3D structures
harbored additional uncertainties including per-
turbations of chromatin structures during the
experiments, inaccuracies in the energy function
used by 3D modeling, and nuclear volumes in-
accessible to DNA sequencing (e.g., centromeres,
nucleoli, and nuclear speckles). These uncertain-
ties are common to all 3C/Hi-C studies and are
difficult to estimate, and imputationmay be less
successfulwhen twohomologs arenearbyor adopt
similar shapes. Therefore, other problematic
regionsmight persist even aftermanual removal.
Figure 2A shows a representative cell. Each

particle, displayed as a colored point, represents
20 kb of chromatin, or a radius of ~100 nm. A
lower bound for reconstruction uncertainty was
estimated from the median deviation of ~0.4 par-
ticle radii (~40 nm) across all 20-kb particles
between three replicates (fig. S9 and table S1).
Well-known nuclear morphologies were observed
in an M/G1-phase GM12878 cell, where chromo-
somes retained their characteristic V shapes after
recent mitosis, and in several PBMCs, where
multiple nuclear lobes were reminiscent of the
partially segmented nuclei of low-density neu-
trophils and other blood cell types (Fig. 2B).
We also used published data on mouse em-

bryonic stem cells (mESCs) (10) to reconstruct
3D diploid mouse genomes despite fewer con-
tacts (~0.3 million per cell, or ~0.2 million under
our definition) (table S1), because the mouse line
harbored more SNPs than humans (15).
Similar to previously described haploid mouse

genomes (10, 11), the diploid human genomes
exhibited chromosome territories (Fig. 2A) and
chromatin compartments [visualized by CpG fre-
quency as a proxy (21)], with the heterochromatic
compartment B (5) concentrated at the nuclear
periphery and around foci in the nuclear center
(Fig. 2C). Spatial clustering of DNA sequences
with similar CpG frequencies suggests a corre-
lation between primary sequence features and
3D genome folding (1).
Our 3D structures revealed different radial

preferences across the human genome (black dots
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Fig. 2. 3D genome structures of single diploid human cells. (A) 3D genome structure of a
representative GM12878 cell. Each particle represents 20 kb of chromatin, or a radius of ~100 nm.
(B) Peculiar nuclear morphology in a cell that recently exited mitosis (top) and in a cell with multiple
nuclear lobes (bottom). (C) Serial cross sections of a single cell showing compartmentalization of
euchromatin (green) and heterochromatin (magenta), visualized by CpG frequency as a proxy (21).
(D) Radial preferences across the human genome, as measured by average distances to the nuclear
center of mass. Our results (black dots, smoothed by 1-Mb windows) agree well with published DNA FISH
data (gray lines) on whole chromosomes (22) (shifted and rescaled) and provide fine-scale information.
Lower and upper axis limits were 20 and 50 particle radii, respectively, for the black dots. GM12878
cell 4 (extensive chromosomal aberrations) and cell 16 (M/G1 phase) were excluded. (E) Example radial
preferences of two chromosomes.The gene-rich chromosome 19 preferred the nuclear interior (left),
whereas the gene-poor chromosome 18 almost always resided on the nuclear surface (right). (F) Stochastic
fractal organization of chromatin was quantified by a matrix of radii of gyration of all possible subchains of
each chromosome (heat maps).We identified a hierarchy of single-cell domains across genomic scales
(black trees). A subtree was simplified as a black triangle if either of its two subtrees was belowa certain size
(from left to right: 10 Mb, 2 Mb, 500 kb, 100 kb). In each panel, the region from the previous panel is
shown in transparent gray. In the rightmost panel, thick sticks (top) and circles (bottom) highlight the
formation of a known CTCF loop (19). Spheres with arrows (top) indicate the positions and orientations of
the two converging CTCF sites. Genomic coordinates are for the human genome assembly hg19.
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in Fig. 2D). Our results agree well with whole-
chromosome painting data by DNA fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) (22) (gray lines in
Fig. 2D). Both methods show that the gene-rich
chromosome 19 prefers the nuclear interior, while
the gene-poor chromosome 18 prefers the nu-
clear periphery (Fig. 2E). Within each chromo-
some, different segments could have distinctly
different radial preferences, which were corre-
lated with chromatin compartments (fig. S11A).
For example, the CpG-rich euchromatic end (left)
of chromosome 1 was heavily biased toward the
nuclear center, whereas some other regions on
the same chromosome were biased toward the
nuclear periphery (Fig. 2D). Such fine-scale
information cannot be obtained from whole-
chromosome painting (22, 23) experiments.
Our Dip-C results provide a holistic view of the

stochastic, fractal organization of chromatin
across different genomic scales. Bulk Hi-C sug-
gests that chromatin forms a “fractal globule”

with compartments (5, 19) and domains such
as topologically associating domains (TADs) (24)
and CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) loop domains
(19). However, such fractal organization has not
been visualized in single human cells in a genome-
wide manner. We observed spatial clustering
(globules) and segregation (insulation) of con-
secutive chromatin particles along each chromo-
some (Fig. 2F, upper panels). Such organization
could be quantified by a matrix of radii of gy-
ration of all possible subchains in each chromo-
some (Fig. 2F, lower panels). Single-cell domains
could then be identified as squares that had
relatively small radii [partly similar to (8)] (15).
We found single-cell domains across all genomic
scales and therefore identified them through
hierarchical merging, yielding a tree of domains
[partly similar to (25, 26) in bulk Hi-C] (Fig. 2F).
On the smallest scale, some domains coincided
with CTCF loop domains from bulk Hi-C (19)
(rightmost panels in Fig. 2F). Single-cell do-

mainswere highly heterogeneous between cells,
frequently breaking and merging bulk domains
(fig. S19), consistent with a recent study on tet-
raploid mouse cells (8).
Traditional methods such as bulk Hi-C and

two-color DNA FISH are pairwisemeasurements
and thus cannot study multichromosome inter-
mingling. In our 3D models, we quantified mul-
tichromosome intermingling by the diversity of
chromosomes (Shannon index) near each 20-kb
particle (fig. S20A), revealing genomic regions
that frequently contactedmultiple chromosomes
(fig. S20B). These regions were similar between
the human cell types despite their different aver-
age extents of intermingling (fig. S10), and they
were mostly euchromatic (CpG-rich) (fig. S11B)
for two reasons: (i) Euchromatin more frequent-
ly resided on the surface of chromosomes than
did heterochromatin [consistent with (7)] (fig.
S11D), and (ii) even when heterochromatin re-
sided on the surface, it tended to face the nuclear
periphery (11) (fig. S11A) and thus had no part-
ners to intermingle with. The intermingling
regions partially overlapped with “hubs” identi-
fied by a recent report (27).
We examined the structural relationship be-

tween the maternal and paternal alleles, which
can only be studied in diploid cells. Our data
captured the structural difference between the
two alleles caused by genomic imprinting. At im-
printed loci, the two alleles can differ drastically
in transcriptional activity (28). Near the mater-
nally transcribed H19 gene and the paternally
transcribed IGF2 gene, bulk Hi-C identified dif-
ferent contact profiles and different use of CTCF
loops between the two homologs (19). We di-
rectly visualized this ~0.6-Mb region in single
cells (Fig. 3A). Despite cell-to-cell heterogeneity,
the maternal allele more frequently separated
IGF2 from both H19 and the nearby HIDAD
site and disrupted the IGF2-HIDAD CTCF loop,
whereas the paternal allele more frequently
stayed fully intermingled.
X chromosome inactivation (XCI) presents a

striking example of the difference between two
homologs (28). As expected, we found in the
female GM12878 cell line that the active X chro-
mosome [the maternal allele based on RNA
expression (15)] tended to exhibit an extended
morphology, and the inactive X a compact one
(Fig. 3B), although in some cells this morpho-
logical difference was not obvious. More con-
sistently, the two X chromosomes in each cell
were characterized by their distinct patterns of
chromatin compartments. The active X featured
clear compartmentalization of euchromatin and
heterochromatin, resembling that of the male X
(in PBMCs); in contrast, compartments along
the inactive X were more uniform (fig. S12E).
Individual X chromosomes could be clearly sep-
arated into active and inactive clusters by prin-
cipal components analysis (PCA) of single-cell
compartments (Fig. 3C). Our conclusion held
if single-cell compartments were defined on
the basis of contacts [partly similar to (10)]
rather than 3D structures (fig. S15, A and B).
We also visualized the simultaneous formation
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Fig. 3. Distinct 3D structures of the maternal and paternal alleles. (A) Structural difference
between the two alleles of the imprinted H19/IGF2 locus. Despite cell-to-cell heterogeneity, the
maternal allele more frequently separated IGF2 from both H19 and the nearby HIDAD site and
disrupted the IGF2-HIDAD CTCF loop (white and red circles). Spheres highlight three CTCF sites from
bulk Hi-C. Heat maps show the root-mean-square average pairwise distances between all 20-kb
particles. Haplotype-resolved bulk Hi-C (black heat map with 25-kb bins) is adapted from figure 7C of
(19). (B) Active (red) and inactive (blue) X chromosomes prefer extended and compact morphologies,
respectively, as shown by cross sections of two representative cells. (C) Individual active and inactive
X chromosomes can be distinguished by PCA of single-cell chromatin compartments, defined for
each 20-kb particle as the average CpG frequency of nearby (within 3 particle radii) particles. (D) The
inactive X chromosome tends to form the previously reported “superloops,” 27 very-long-range (5 to
74 Mb) chromatin loops identified by bulk Hi-C (19, 20, 29). Superloops are sorted by size.
(E) Haplotype-resolved contact maps (red dots) and 3D structures of the two X chromosomes in an
example cell. Black circles denote all superloops (19). White spheres denote four example superloop
anchors (DXZ4, x75, ICCE, and FIRRE). GM12878 cells 4 and 16 are excluded from (C) and (D).
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of multiple “superloops” (19, 20, 29) in the in-
active X chromosome (Fig. 3, D and E). Averaged
contact matrices of the inactive and active X
chromosomes agreed well with bulk Hi-C (19)
(fig. S15, C and D).
In contrast to XCI, it is unknown whether

single-cell compartments of two autosomal alleles
may vary in a coordinated manner. By decom-
posing the variability of single-cell compartments
into between-cell and within-cell differences (fig.
S12A), we found that autosomal alleles fluctuate
(with respect to their median compartments) al-
most independently from each other, exhibiting
on average near-zero Spearman correlation (fig.
S12D). Our conclusion held if compartments were
defined on the basis of contacts (fig. S16).
We can pinpoint genomic changes, such as

SNPs and CNVs, to their precise spatial locations
in the cell nucleus. The donor of the GM12878
cell line carried a heterozygous G-to-Amutation

(rs4244285) in the cytochromeP450 geneCYP2C19,
leading to a truncated, nonfunctional protein
variant CYP2C19*2 and affecting metabolism of
hormones and drugs (30). Figure S18A shows
the 3D localization of this drug-response SNP
on the paternally inherited chromosome 10 of
a GM12878 cell. In addition to inherited muta-
tions, single cells also harbor somatic changes.
In lymphocytes, somatic V(D)J recombination
generates diversity of immunoglobulins and T cell
receptors by DNA deletions and inversions. Fig-
ure S18B shows the 3D localization of two V(D)J
recombinations at a T cell receptor locus, lead-
ing to two different DNA deletions on the two
alleles of chromosome 14 of a T lymphocyte. The
capability to spatially localize genomic changes
is important for studying cancers and inherited
diseases, where mutations can have severe con-
sequences andmay disrupt the chromatin struc-
ture of nearby regions.

We also examined the cell type dependence of
3D genome structures. Similar to haploidmESCs
(11), chromosomes in diploidmESCs preferred the
Rabl configuration (centromeres pointing toward
one side of the nucleus and telomeres toward the
other), albeit to a different extent in each cell (Fig. 4A).
In contrast, we found the Rabl configuration to
be weak in most GM12878 cells and PBMCs.
Most PBMCs pointed their centromeres toward
the nuclear periphery and telomeres toward the
nuclear center, consistent with previously reported
arrangements in human lymphocytes (31). By
contrast, the M/G1-phase GM12878 cell pointed
centromeres toward the outer rim of a char-
acteristic mitotic rosette.
The overall extent of chromosome intermin-

gling also differed among the cell types. Chro-
mosomes tended to intermingle less in mESCs
andmore in PBMCs, withGM12878 intermediate
between them (Fig. 4, B and C), consistent with
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Fig. 4. Cell type–specific chromatin structures.
(A) Quantification of the organization of centromeres
and telomeres. The mESCs exhibit stronger Rabl
configuration (horizontal axis; the length of summed
centromere-to-telomere vectors normalized by the
total particle number, which differs between human
and mouse; axis limit = 0.005 particle radii), whereas
the PBMCs tend to point centromeres outward relative
to telomeres (vertical axis; the summed centromere-to-
telomere difference in distance from the nuclear center
of mass normalized by the total particle number; axis
limit = 0.007 particle radii). Each marker represents
a single cell and was inferred by V(D)J recombination
in PBMCs (table S1 and fig. S3B). (B) Quantification of
chromosome intermingling (vertical axis; the average
fraction of nearby particles that are not from the same
chromosome) and chromatin compartmentalization
(horizontal axis; Spearman correlation between each
particle’s own CpG frequency and the average of
nearby particles). (C) Example cross sections of three
cell types, colored according to chromosome (left)
or by the multichromosome intermingle index (right).
(D) Among the human cells, four cell type clusters
(shaded)—B lymphoblastoid cells, presumable
T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and presumable
monocytes/neutrophils (PBMC cells 9, 14, and
18)—could be distinguished from the differential
formation (defined as end-to-end distance ≤ 3 particle
radii) of known cell type–specific promoter-enhancer
loops from published bulk promoter capture Hi-C
(35). (E) The same four clusters could also be distin-
guished by unsupervised clustering via PCA of single-cell
chromatin compartments, without the need for bulk
data. The two alleles of each locus were treated as two
different loci. GM12878 cell 16 was excluded from (D) and
(E). (F) An example region that was differentially com-
partmentalized between two cell types (black, B lympho-
blastoid cells; red, presumable T lymphocytes). Right
panels visualize the configuration of the ~0.5-Mb region
(chr 13: 62.5 to 63 Mb, thick yellow sticks) with respect to
the rest of the genome (transparent, colored by CpG
frequencies) in two representative cells. Only the paternal
alleles are shown. Bulk Hi-C (black heat map with 50-kb
bins) is from (19, 41). GM12878 cell 4 was excluded.
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previous reports that chromosomes intermingle
less in the pluripotent mESCs than in terminally
differentiated fibroblasts (32) and that chromo-
somes intermingle more in resting human lym-
phocytes than in activated ones (which resembled
GM12878) (33). As expected (10, 34), the M/G1-
phase cell exhibited a low level of chromosome
intermingling and the lowest level of chromatin
compartmentalization.
Cell type–dependent promoter-enhancer loop-

ing has been suggested to underlie differential
gene expression (35). Among the human cells,
differential formation of known cell type–specific
promoter-enhancer loops [based on cell type–
purified bulk Hi-C (15, 35)] clearly separated
the single cells into four cell type clusters: B
lymphoblastoid cells (GM12878), presumable T
lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and presumable
monocytes/neutrophils (Fig. 4D). Defining loop
formation on the basis of contacts rather than 3D
structures yielded similar results (fig. S17A).
Cell type clusters could be equally well sepa-

rated in an unsupervised manner, without prior
knowledge of the cell types. Unlike ensemble-
averaged structures such as protein crystal struc-
tures, single-cell 3D genomes are intrinsically
stochastic anddynamic. Statistical characterization
such as PCA is necessary to distinguish different
cell types, in which clusters of single cells corre-
spond to valleys in a Waddington landscape (36)
of certain cellular phenotypes. This kind of cell
typing has been carried out using phenotype
variables such as single-cell transcriptomes (37)
and open chromatin regions (38, 39), each of
which must have underlying structural differ-
ences in the 3D genome.
With Dip-C, we are in a position to carry out

cell typing with genome structure as the sole
variable. Given the high information content of
3D structures, many possible features might be
used in cluster analysis. Here, we chose single-
cell chromatin compartments as the input var-
iable of PCA. The four cell type clusters were
clearly separated (Fig. 4E), with one of the most
differentially compartmentalized regions shown
in Fig. 4F. Our conclusion held if compartments
were defined on the basis of contacts (fig. S17, B
and C). Previous reports (7, 8, 10–12) had focused

on defining the width (or spread) of a single
Waddington valley, studying, for example, cell
cycle dynamics within a cell type and domain
stochasticity within a cell cycle phase. Our PCA
result, in contrast, highlighted the consistent dif-
ference among cell types, signifying the separa-
tion between Waddington valleys.
Our initial examination of only a handful of

cell types has clearly shown the tissue depen-
dence of 3D genome structures. A systematic
survey of more cell types under various con-
ditions will likely lead to new discoveries in cell
differentiation, carcinogenesis, learning and mem-
ory, and aging.
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